Homonyms and Homographs-1

Homonyms are words that have the same spelling and pronunciation, but different meanings.

Directions: Use one word from the word bank to answer each of the following questions.

Example: What word means to aim or a sharp edge? point

Word Bank

track  spring  board  dress  block

1. Which word means a wooden piece or to stop from going? __________________

2. Which word means clothing or to put clothing on? __________________

3. Which word means to jump or a season of the year? __________________

4. Which word means a long strip of wood or to get on a plane? __________________

5. Which word means to hunt down or to guide rail for a train? __________________

Homographs are words that have a different meanings and pronunciations, but the same spelling.

Directions: Use one word from the word bank to answer each of the following questions.

Example: What word means tiny or a unit of time? minute

Word Bank

agape  evening  bass  wave  articulate

6. Which word means after sunset or smoothing out? __________________

7. Which word means water coming to shore or to greet by moving the hand? __________________

8. Which word means to utter clearly and distinctly or to form a joint? __________________

9. Which word means a deep voice or a type of fish? __________________

10. Which word means love or with mouth open? __________________
Homonyms and Homographs-1-Key

Homonyms are words that have the same spelling and pronunciation, but different meanings.

Directions: Use one word from the word bank to answer each of the following questions.

Example: What word means to aim or a sharp edge? point

Word Bank

track spring board dress block

1. Which word means a wooden piece or to stop from going? ___block_______________

2. Which word means clothing or to put clothing on? _______dress_______________

3. Which word means to jump or a season of the year? __________spring_______

4. Which word means a long strip of wood or to get on a plane? _______board_______

5. Which word means to hunt down or to guide rail for a train? _____track___________

Homographs are words that have different meanings and pronunciations, but the same spelling.

Directions: Use one word from the word bank to answer each of the following questions.

Example: What word that means tiny or unit of time? minute

Word Bank

agape evening bass wave articulate

6. Which word means after sunset or smoothing out? ____evening______________

7. Which word means water coming to shore or to greet by moving the hand? ____wave_______

8. Which word means to utter clearly and distinctly or to form a joint? _____articulate_____

9. Which word means a deep voice or a type of fish? ___bass__________________

10. Which word means love or with mouth open? ______agape__________________